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Agenda
 Electronic thesis and dissertations at the Humboldt-University Berlin
 Results of the eDissPlus project:
 Data Modell for dissertations with research data
 Publication of dissertations with research data on DSpace
 Workflow for transfer to German national Library
 Unexpected use of the reference features
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Working Group “Electronic Publishing”
 In 1997 the Humboldt-University was among the first Universities in 
Germany to give its students the option of publishing an electronic version 
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Working Group “Electronic Publishing”
 Working Group Electronic Publishing was founded 1999 as joint 
endeavor of the Computing Centre and the University Library -
employees from the Computing Centre and the Library are working 
together
 Responsible for the Institutional Repository of the Humboldt-
University
 Long term preservation and long term availability of the published 
documents were topics from the start. We guarantee that the 
published documents will be available for at least 5 years.
 Focus is the free and unrestricted access to all documents published 
on the edoc-Server -> Open Access
Idea: 
 Start with research data management and publication service for 
graduate students (small enough amount of authors and data and 
wide range of different soft and hard sciences)
Goals:
 Publication and archiving of dissertations with related research data
 Advisory service and support for archiving and publishing research 
data
 Workflow development for: 
 Content and metadata ingestion
 Content and metadata export to the German National Library
Project partner:
 German National Library (DNB)
Start: May 2016 (2 years)
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DFG-project: eDissPlus
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Electronic Thesis
Year Electronic Publisher Paper Micro Fiche + Paper Habilitation Total % edoc
2012 184 205 39 41 14 483 38,10
2013 251 188 44 67 23 573 43,80
2014 211 191 38 82 13 535 39,44
2015 250 209 31 88 15 593 42,16
2016 304 187 27 81 17 616 49,35
2017 224 169 66 65 19 543 41,25
2017
Electronic Publisher Paper Micro Fiche + Paper Habilitation
 Research data publication not needed for thesis and therefore not an 
issue for many students
 No rules and regulations for research data management
 Research data management has higher priority than research data 
publication
 Research data management in data intensive disciplines often 
handled within the existing research structures
 Still many open legal questions and concerns regarding the 
publication of research data
 Researchers often want control over reuse of their own research data 
rather than open research data
 Research data publication often independent from publication of 
thesis
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Requirement analysis
 Personal contact / service
 Easy to use services from the University
 Support on research data management and for the publication
 Control over reuse or dissemination of their own research data 
rather than open research data
 Legal council (e.g. data privacy, intellectual property, licensing,..)
 High visibility of their research data publication
 PID for citation of their publication
 Long term preservation of their publication
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Expectations of researchers
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Data Modell (eDissPlus)
 Not a (complex) container format with everything inside
 But persistent identifier linking in metadata
 Using DOI and
 dc.relation.hasPart
 dc.relation.isPartOf
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Data Modell (eDissPlus)
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Ingest
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Item view research data
edoc-Server (HU)
https://doi.org/10.18452/19392
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Transfer to National Library
 DNB harvests dissertations (and any other OA text publication from 
our server) via OAI-PMH with two OAI-Sets:
 Text publications
 Dissertation related research data (not any data)




 All references will be added to the metadata of the dissertation but 
only research data hosted by German universities gets copied to 
the national library
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Electronic dissertation plus
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Electronic dissertation plus - DNB
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Things still to do..
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Thank you very much 
for your attention!
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